Abstract. Observatory code was assigned by The International Astronomical Union (IAU) Minor Planet Center (MPC) for a permanent observatory that intended to do astrometric CCD-observing program of minor planet or comets in solar system. The purpose of acquiring an observatory code is to document specific details about a particular observation site and the types of instruments used within the observatory. In addition, many astronomical centers and stations worldwide will know there is an active observatory at the particular location and international cooperation program in astronomy observation is possible. The Langkawi National Observatory has initiated an observation program to monitor minor planet, specifically those Near Earth Objects (NEOs) that may bring potentially hazardous to the Earth. In order to fulfil the requirement that stated by MPC for undertaking astrometric CCD-observing program, an observatory code was required. The instruments and methods that applied to obtain the observatory code will be discussed. The Langkawi National Observatory is now coded as O43 and listed in the MPC system, the single worldwide location for receipt and distribution of positional measurements of minor planets, comets and outer irregular natural satellites of major planets.
Acquirement of the Observatory Code of Langkawi National Observatory
Chin 
INTRODUCTION
Astronomical observatories are locations used for observing celestial objects. Usually, an active astronomical observatory has an observatory code that assigned by the International Astronomical Union (IAU)'s Minor Planet Centre (hereafter, MPC) for the use in cataloguing astrometric observations of small bodies in the solar system. This code is unique for an observatory at certain location and consists of three digits or one capital alphabet letter and two digits number. A list of observatory code can be found in the MPC website [1] . In the list also include information about the longitude (in degrees east of Greenwich) and the parallax constant (ρ cos φ' and ρ sin φ', where φ' is the geocentric latitude and ρ is the geocentric distance in earth radii).
Observatory codes are intended for permanent observing sites that intended to do astrometric CCD-observing program of minor planets or comets in solar system. It is tied to a specific site relative to the center of the earth. The purpose of acquiring an observatory code is to document specific details about a particular observation site and the types of instruments used within the observatory. In addition, many astronomical observing teams from an astronomical Centre or stations worldwide will know there is an active observatory at the particular location and international cooperation observing program in astronomy is possible.
The Langkawi National Observatory has the initiative to do astrometric CCD-observing program to monitor minor planets, specifically on those Near Earth Objects (NEOs or known as Near Earth Asteroids, NEAs) that may bring potentially hazardous to the Earth. In order to make recognition on the works of the observatory on measuring the positions of main belt and near Earth asteroids (MBA & NEA), the latter are those which cross the plane of the Earth's orbit and have the potential to strike the planet, resulting, perhaps, in the worldwide devastation, an observatory code was required for the conveniences of MPC to compute the orbital elements for these objects. By monitoring these NEOs and updating their orbits as new observations become available, we can better predict the close-approach statistics and thus their Earth-impact threat [2] . Routine observation of known minor planets helps to solve the orbital elements at better accuracy in order to better trace the future trajectories of minor planets in solar system.
LANGKAWI NATIONAL OBSERVATORY
The Langkawi National Observatory (hereafter, LNO) is situated at Bukit Malut, Langkawi Island, Malaysia. The site has longitude of 99°46'52.0" East of Greenwich meridian and latitude of 6°18'25.3" North of equator with altitude 111.3 meters above sea level.
The primary telescope is Ritchey-Chrétien optical telescope which has the aperture of 0.51 meters in diameter with focal length of 4,115 mm. The main CCD camera has pixel array of 1024 x 1024 pixels with pixel size at 24 x 24 microns. With the combination of the telescope and the CCD camera, the pixel scale (imaging resolution) is equal to 1.201 arc-seconds per pixel. This pixel scale is within the requirement of astrometric CCD-observing program that stated by MPC [3] . The dimension of the CCD chip is 24.6 x 24.6 mm. This gives the observable field of view at 20.5 x 20.5 arc-minutes at single exposure.
OBSERVATIONS
For the acquirement of the observatory code, the MPC suggested to conduct the astrometric observation sessions of more than one low-numbered minor planet (asteroid). Low-numbered minor planets are those objects with numbers in the range of (400) to (40000). The observation session should be conducted for three nights with each chosen minor planet being observed for more than three times for each observation session and over a period of an hour or longer. If weather interferes, the time interval between two observation sessions (nights) can be some weeks apart. In addition, MPC advice observers try to observe objects of different in brightness [3] .
MPC provided the minor planet orbital elements database which downloadable from the MPC website [8] . The database can be loaded into astronomical planetarium software to stimulate the position of any particular minor planet at a specified observation site and the date of observation. At LNO, TheSky6 is the software that was used to stimulate the observable minor planets.
Based on the observational capability of the telescope and CCD camera, the environmental effects such as the sky transparency and seeing condition, as well as the targeted asteroid appearance position in the night sky, three asteroids in the main asteroid belt were chosen for astrometric measurement. These asteroids are Azalea (1056), Aethusa (1064) and Hakone (1098). Azelea (1056) and Aethusa (1064) were both discovered by Karl Wilhelm Reinmuth in 1924 and 1926 respectively. The Hakone (1098) was discovered by Okuro Oikawa in 1928. Since these asteroids have been discovered long time ago, their orbits were relatively stable and prediction of their position in the night sky on a particular date and time through the NASA JPL HORIZONS Web-Interface [7] is possible and accurate. This will be the reference to determine the measurements errors in the data analysis process.
The sky background brightness of the LNO was measured to be about 18.5 magnitudes per arc-seconds square. All these three asteroids have the apparent brightness of around 15 th magnitudes during the observation session. Thus, all three asteroids are detectable by the observation instruments.
The observation was conducted during the period of 5 th -7 th March 2014. The weather condition throughout these three nights was good and allowed more than 3 hours of observation time for each night. Before the observations begin, the computer clock of the computer that was used for image acquisition was linked to time server through the internet. The computer's clock was reset automatically and routinely via Network Time Protocol.
It is also important to have a star chart with similar field of view as the CCD camera can captured to be printed out. The star chart will help to verify the telescope pointing direction and confirm that the targeted asteroid within the field of view during real data acquisition.
All three targeted asteroids were observed continuously for an hour for each night. 9 image data has been captured for each asteroid for each night. The observation was done with Bessell R band filter. The exposure time for all asteroids is set to 120 seconds. This exposure time is just long enough to obtain a good signal-to-noise ratio of the asteroid. By examine the intensity value in ADU of the targeted asteroid in the captured image data. The minimum requirement to have good astrometric measurement is the intensity must be 100 times greater than the background noise signal of the image data [4] . Those background noise signals are compilation of the sky background noise, targeted object noise, thermal noise and readout noise. In another words, the signal to noise ratio of 100 must be achieve [4] . If the exposure time longer than 120 seconds, the telescope mounting's tracking error will affect the images. Stars, as well as the targeted asteroid image might be trailed; this will make the measurement inaccurate. If the exposure is too short, the signal to noise ratio of the image data is low and the accuracy of the measurement will be affected [4] .
The CCD image capture software will read the time from the computer clock and save the mid-exposure time of the data image in the image file's header in UTC (Coordinated Universal Time). The recorded exposure time should always be mid-exposure, taking account of shutter open/close times.
After the observation of those targeted asteroids, calibration frame such as bias (offsets), darks and flat-fields were captured for image calibration purpose.
DATA REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS
All image data were first being calibrated (corrected) with bias (offset), dark and flat-field frames to reduce unwanted artifacts that recorded during data acquisition. Those unwanted signals include the thermal signal and readout noise signal. The calibration processes were done in MaxIm DL5 software. By stacking the image data for each asteroid for each observation session, the stacked image shows the asteroid in the form of "star-trail" ( Figure  1 ). This is due to the movement of the asteroid relative to the background stars. Herbert Raab's Astrometrica software was used to conduct the astrometric measurement namely the plate constant solving and position determination. Online UCAC 4 star catalog was used as the star catalogue to solve the plate constant. Astrometrica is an interactive software tool for scientific grade astrometric data reduction of CCD images, focusing on measurements of the minor bodies of the solar system (asteroids, comets and dwarf planets) [5] .
In general, the pixel's coordinate (x-y) for the centers of a number of comparison stars of known position (at least three comparison stars, preferably as many as are on the image) to be determined. As well as the position of the targeted asteroid in each image. Using these x-y measurements (determined to a fraction of a pixel) and the comparison star coordinates (taken from UCAC 4 reference star catalogue), the program then do a least-squares plate-constants (LSPC) solution to derive the unknown coordinates of the asteroid. These stars are selected so that they have accurately known positions taken from an astrometric catalogue (in this case, UCAC 4 catalogue), and they can be used to determine what are known as the plate constants of the system. These constants define how the X-Y coordinates of objects in the image relate to real RA and Dec positions on the sky and so they can be used, along with the measured coordinates, to determine the asteroid's position.
The process of asteroids position determination with Astrometrica software was rather automatic. After the plate constant being solved, by a mouse click on the asteroid in the image data, the measurements was done and being recorded in a text file according to MPC reporting format.
The astrometric results were compared with the astrometric position prediction in the NASA JPL HORIZONS web-interface [7] to determine the measurement errors. The measurements have error of 0.027 ± 0.045 arc-seconds on the axis of Right Accession and 0.05 ± 0.13 arc-seconds on Declination axis.
RESULTS
The results in MPC report format was generated automatically by the Astrometrica software. FIGURE 2 show the astrometric report format that generated by the Astrometrica software. It is standard 80-columns record format with each column in well-defined usage.
The observations were reported as plain ASCII files. For the first time of the submission of astrometric observations report, some further information needed to be written into the report according to the format that stated by MPC. Certain astrometry processing software will generate the observations report in ASCII (80 columns plaintext) file automatically.
Those further information includes a snail-mail address (used as a contact address on the observatory headers in the Minor Planet Circulars); an observatory name and site name; longitude, in degrees, minutes and seconds (not decimal degrees) E or W of the Greenwich meridian, in the WGS-84 system; Latitude, in degrees, minutes and seconds (not decimal degrees) N or S of the equator, in the WGS-84 system.; altitude (in meters above sea-level); the source for the specified coordinates (e.g., Google Earth, named map, etc.); and details of the telescope setup used for observation. The longitude and latitude must be specified to an arc-second or better. Quote the longitude and latitude to a precision of 0.1" or better. The Google Earth package is a useful tool to determine the site's coordinates.
Since the initial batch of observations to be submit for observatory code request. It is important to specify COD XXX in the observation header in the initial batch. Do not attempt of using a currently-unused code. The observatory code will be assigned upon acceptance of the initial submission. FIGURE 2. Astrometric report in MPC report format. Columns 1-5 use for Minor planet number, 6-12 use for Provisional or temporary designation, and 13 use for Discovery asterisk. The format beyond column 13 is identical for all three types of object (comets, minor planets and natural satellites). All observations must have a designation-never leave column 1 to 12 blank. The other columns are used for other observation details. Such as date of observation, observed RA and Dec (J2000.0), observed magnitude and band, as well as observatory code [6] .
Reporting to the MPC
An observatory code is assigned upon receipt of acceptable observations. MPC has setup a webpage of "Guide to Minor Body Astrometry" [3] to help observers who interested in undertaking an astrometric CCD-observing program of minor planet and / or comets. Information that regard to observatory code acquirement also been mentioned.
There is a special format for reporting astrometric observations. The MPC website contains information about the reporting format for astrometric observations of comets, minor planets and natural satellites [6] . After the observations of minor planets were formatted as specified by MPC, the data must be reported via e-mail to obs@cfa.harvard.edu.
The observations were reported as plain ASCII files. In the case of direct copy and paste the report into the email text spaces, make sure that the email system can use plain-text (ASCII) emails. The observatory's coordinate was determined by using the Google Map application on the internet. If the exposure time for each image is relatively long. The report time for each observation measurement was the mid-exposure time.
Upon receipt of a batch of observations, an automatic acknowledgement will be sent by MPC back to the sender's email.
The report was sent to MPC for observatory code request in 20 th May 2014. The MPC associate director -Gareth Williams, replied the observatory code request with the assigned code -O43 -on 21 st May 2014.
CONCLUSION
The Langkawi National Observatory was assigned an observatory code as O43 with named Observatori Negara, Langkawi. The longitude is 99.78111 and geocentric latitude and distance in earth radii of 0.994005 and +0.109127 respectively. FIGURE 3 show the observatory list on the MPC webpage [1] .
FIGURE 3.
The list of observatory codes with Langkawi National Observatory (LNO) being highlighted with red rectangle box. The name of LNO in this list is Observatori Negara, Langkawi which is Malay language mean National Observatory, Langkawi.
Once the observatory code is key-in, all those online astronomical data (especially minor planets astrometric data) will automatically be converted match with the observatory location. Astrometric observing program should be continue even an object is numbered and had been observed in the past. An astrometric observing program with inclusion of well-known objects, particularly, when there are also observations of unidentified objects, serves as a useful check of the quality of the measurements made. It is important to gain experience by observing "routine" objects before attempting to observe "unusual" objects or even make new discoveries. Producing good astrometry of known objects can be a proof to MPC that one can do good measurement to discover new objects.
